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first session (60 mins)
Part 1 : bits of history
what is it?
where did it come from?
Part 2 : the interactive programming environment
what does it look like?
what does it feel like?
Part 3 : the language. . .
what can it do?
what can’t it do?
plus some gratuitous examples
pause
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second session (90 mins)
Part 4 : . . . and its implementation
how does it do it?
(this part will prove the 80/20 rule)

Part 5 : words of advice
where is it going to?
how can you contribute?
where can you get one?

(kindly schedule your snoozing accordingly)
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I know very little about
pluggable MVC framework
Morphic

warning!

integrated Web and URL stuff
graphical programming and active authoring
but I know a lot about the Squeak VM implementation
this will have three important consequences:
I may well reply “No idea!” if you ask about clever image-side stuff
a significant amount of time will be devoted to the implementation
things might become rather technical in places (especially in Part 4)

if there comes a point where you’d prefer to sneak out the back of the room (rather
than embarrass yourself by snoring loudly) then I will not be offended!
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Part 1: the history
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what is it?
open, highly-portable Smalltalk implementation
VM written entirely in Smalltalk
translator produces an equivalent C program
compile and link with platform support; e.g Unix:
1500 lines (i/o: files, network, . . . )
2500 lines (X Window System interface)
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OS/2, BeOS, NeXT, Newton, Pilot, . . .

M32R/D (Mistubishi ES)

Acorn (ARM/RiscOS),

Win (95, NT, CE),

Unix (Linux, FreeBSD, SunOS, Solaris, DEC OSF/1, HP-UX, SGI Irix),

Mac (PPC, 68k),

bit-identical image on zillions of platforms:






plus. . .

what is it?

real-time sound and music synthesis
written entirely in Smalltalk

written entirely in Smalltalk

network access
simple construction of servers
built-in HTTP protocol
built-in FTP protocol
asynchronous
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any depth, rotation, scaling, anti-aliasing, alpha-blending, . . .

extended BitBlt









where did it come from?
Early 1980s: Xerox PARC
PS image licensed to various companies, including Apple
Apple Smalltalk developed (never released)
Mid-1990s: Apple
Alan Kay is research fellow at Apple
Dan Ingalls, Ted Kaehler, John Maloney, Scott Wallace
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graphics, portability, open system: freedom to change and distribute

Smalltalk chosen, but no suitable implementation

Java considered, and rejected

small kernel, rapidly adaptable to new platforms

mass-access media: PDAs, Internet, diverse platforms, . . .

reusable/programmable by non-technical people and children

want development environment for educational software








build a new Smalltalk system

where did it come from?

December 1995: solution

new VM starting from “Blue Book” spec:
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very efficient incremental GC (low overheads for real-time applications)

compact object format (small image size)

32-bit, direct pointers

completely redesigned object memory

C translator developed in parallel

then optimised for performance

implemented as a working Smalltalk program

Apple Smalltalk image







where did it come from?
September 1996: released for public consumption
Mac version with full source code
Unix port ready 3 weeks later
Wintel port shortly after that
several other platforms followed

End 1996: mass exodus to Walt Disney Imagineering
another shot at the Dynabook (see HOPL-II)
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why should you be interested?
Squeak license agreement is very liberal:
keeps Squeak open and available
but allows useful things to be done
anyone can:
change or extend Squeak
build applications in Squeak
include some or all of Squeak in a product and distribute it
for free or for money
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Squeak is evolving further and faster than any other Smalltalk-related system

more control, not less, than with a commercial product

same benefits as Linux

open implementation:




Part 2: the environment
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on the outside:

what does it look like?

change sorter
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browsers: inheritance, sub-protocol, . . .

some new tools

workspace, browsers, file list

all the traditional tools

Mac-influenced interface

classic Forms-based “Orange Book” GUI

on the inside:

shared system .sources file

per-user .changes file

per-user .image file

virtual machine

classic four-file Smalltalk:








what does it look like?

lots of keyboard shortcuts
select, copy, cut, paste, exchange, again, undo
accept, cancel, do it, inspect it, print it
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implementors, senders, references

, <>, ’ ’, ” ”

indentation, auto-indent
browse, spawn
un/wrap ( ), [ ],
and lots more. . .

font/size/style/colour changes












stylised and active text
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normal text (including source code) can contain:
font, size, colour changes

text can also include hyerlinks:

URL

“external” links to

method definition

class hierarchy

class definition

class comment

“internal” links to






useful subsystems
many useful components the class hierarchy:
serial port access with MIDI support
external data streaming
platform-independent networking

example application: Swiki
reimplemented in Squeak
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Ward Cunningham’s WikiWiki Web

Smalltalk ServerActions replace CGI scripts

HTTP and networking from Socket classes

a pluggable Web server

FTP

HTTP

subclasses of Socket that understand






many optional (removable)
components

2Mb

somebody on monday mentioned image size:
stripped VisualWorks

600Kb

an order of magnitude” larger



Java “

“normally” stripped Squeak


err. . .
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250Kb
“violently” stripped Squeak
Squeak is running on systems with 1Mb of memory


Part 3: the language
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classic Smalltalk-80 blocks:

blocks



b
[ :x

non-reentrant; cannot write:
b

(x < 2)
ifTrue: [ 1 ]
ifFalse: [ x * (b value: x

b value: 5
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aClass
someObject frobAndSetClass: [ :aClass ] .
Transcript show: aClass name.

frobAndSetClass: setBlock
self frob.
setBlock value: self class

arguments shared with method; can write:



1) ] ] .

#(1 2 3 4)

3

SortedCollection (1 2 3 4)

brace stacks



evaluated Array constructor:
2. 2 * 2

2. c



1. 2. 1



as: SortedCollection

1. b
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conversion to other types with “as: aClass”



2. 2

a



a and b swapped





1. 2 * 2. 1



parallel assignment:



a b c
#(1 2 3)





b. a


a. b. c
a. b
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z
z
[ #a ]
> [1
[ ’b’ asSymbol ]
> [3
[ #c ]
.
#b caseOf: z








2].

case statements
1].

> [2
3]



#b caseOf:
[ #a ]
> [1
[ ’b’ asSymbol ]
> [3
[ #c ]







4





1].

> [2
3]



2].
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compiler knows how to compile #caseOf: inline







useful methods

not part of the language, but I thought they were great when I first saw them:
conversion between any two collection classes:
aCollection as: AnotherCollectionClass
#(2 4 6 8) as: Interval
(2 to: 8 by: 2)

String streamContents: [ :str
str nextPutAll: ’Hello, world’.
str nextPut: $! ]
’Hello, world!’
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ACollectionClass streamContents: aUnaryBlock

collecting into stream:





progress meters:

useful methods

aString displayProgressAt: aPoint
from: initialIndex to: finalIndex
during: aUnaryBlock
’hang on a minute...’
displayProgressAt: Sensor cursorPoint
from: 0 to: 60
during: [ :bar
1 to: 60 do: [ :second
bar value: second.
(Delay forSeconds: 1) wait ] ]
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demonstrations
stuff I should have demonstrated by now:
browsers
file list
change sorter
keyboard shortcuts
recognizer
hyperlinked text
progress meters
other interesting stuff to be seen:
WarpBlt
Swiki
Morphic
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pause
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Part 4: the implementation
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CCodeGenerator

interp.c

sqXYZ.c

implementation overview
BitBlt

ObjectMemory

Interpreter

SqueakVM

compile

InterpreterSimulator

compiled VM

subclass

execution in Smalltalk
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two spaces:

the object memory

old space contains “tenured” objects
young space contains recently allocated objects
plus:

the rootTable contains oops of old objects that might include pointers into
youngSpace
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youngStart

freeBlock

endOfMemory
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higher addresses

free

young space

old space

lower addresses

the object memory



memory




rootTable






the object memory
incremental, compacting, generation-scavenging, mark-sweep collector:
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set youngSpace to start of free memory

perform “minor” collection

clear rootTable

reset youngSpace to start of memory

major collection (based on minor GC survivor count):

remap pointers to young objects

compact youngSpace to delete unreachable objects

mark from rootTable and VM roots

minor collection:








mark phase:

the object memory
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compact young objects towards youngStart

replace pointer with address in forward block

indirect through pointer to find forward block

remap pointers in young objects; for each pointer

contains object’s address after compaction

create forward block for each reachable object in young space

sweep phase:

pointer swizzling: no mark stack overhead

iterative (not recursive): no C stack overhead

state-machine traverses reachable object graph






old space

original
location
freeBlock

forward block pointer

the object memory
original pointer

compacted
location

compacted pointer

youngStart

if free block is too small for required number of forward blocks:
create forward blocks until free block full

forward table

remap pointers in young space to objects with forward blocks
compact objects with forward blocks
repeat until all objects compacted
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implications:

the object memory
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use unchecked writes into active Context

always make active Context a root when activating a new block or method

most pointer writes are to the stack portion of the active Context

observation:

perform a major collection whenever rootTable overflows

then add modified object to rootTable

modified object is not in rootTable

oop written is young; and

modified object is old; and

write barrier: every pointer write into an object must be checked; if




size

type

(4)

(6)

(2) = 00

the object memory

format

(5)
(3)

(12)

ccIndex
hash
dirty/root/mark
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#(CompiledMethod Symbol Array LargePositiveInteger
MethodDictionary Association Point Rectangle ClassOrganizer
BlockContext MethodContext . . . 20 spare . . . )



most objects: 1 word header
base header
.
.
.
fixed and/or
indexed fields
.
.
.

ccIndex


the object memory

type
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type

= 11

class oop (30) + type (2) = 11

size (30) + type (2) = 11

= 01

class oop (30) + type (2) = 01

non-compact objects: 2 word header
size header
base header
.
.
.



large and/or non-compact objects: 3 word header
size header
class header
base header
.
.
.




the object memory
c s 1 = size header present
1 = class header present

0111

0p i f

low 2 “excess” size bits

illegal

1 = fixed fields

byte object
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1 = CompiledMethod

1cxs

1 = indexed fields

0 = pointers, 1 = words

pointer/word object

(type bits replicated in all 1–3 header words)

type


format


the object memory
very, very, very efficient:
depends a bit on workload; but
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typically 5–15% of time spent in GC-related activities depending on
allocation rate, object size, and object size distribution

e.g: “Boehm-Demers” collector for C/C++

better than most other GC implementations:

good news for musicians and other real-time people!

rather difficult to “provoke” major GC

typical minor GC pause time: 1 ms (133MHz 586, lower on more recent
CPUs)

less than 2% of execution time spent in minor collections

less than 1% of execution time spent in major collections

under “normal” conditions:







activeContext

stackPointer

theHomeContext
receiver

bytecode
implementations

modify
Interpreter
state

CompiledMethod

the Interpreter
BlockContext
home

MethodContext
method
receiver

switch(currentBytecode)

currentBytecode= fetchByte();

for (;;) {

}
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method

instructionPointer

method cache:
#+

x 512

the Interpreter
selector
SmallInt

1

class
method
primitive
index



cacheSize

cacheSize

primitive index stored in mcache (reduces impact of two-part encoding)



 



conservative ejection scheme reduces contention



class selector
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calculate initial probe:



3 times repeat:
check class/selector at probe index
return success
hit
new probe:
miss





lookup method in class and update cache










optimisations:

the Interpreter
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activation tries to recycle Context from list before allocating a new one

return bytecodes push MethodContexts onto linked list

Contexts recycled to reduce allocation rate

return: instance variable 0–255

return: self, true, false, nil, -1, 0, 1, 2

new primitive responses, generated automatically by the compiler for simple
methods

compiler (hopefully) places these in registers

replaced with local variables localIP and localSP

references to stackPointer and instructionPointer
removed

most bytecodes inlined into switch cases








the Interpreter

relational bytecodes act as test-and-branch







=, =, ==,

(expressed in pidgin Ctalk ;-) ignoring failure:
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bytecodeLessThan
pop() > pop()
result
if ((nextBytecode == jumpIfTrue) && result)
jumpDestination
localIP
continue
if ((nextBytecode == jumpIfFalse) && !result)
jumpDestination
localIP
continue
push(result ? trueOop : falseOop)
continue

e.g: special send of #



booleanCheat:



intepreter “short-cuts” branch

99% of special send bytecodes for relational operators ( ,
=, ) are followed by a conditional branch



˜=, ˜˜,

the C translator
CCodeGenerator accepts a set of classes to translate
class variables added as constants
instance variables added as C variables
methods parsed by Smalltalk compiler
converted into alternative parse tree
common methods inlined into callers
equivalent C written onto a file
simple translation to C:
“everything” is an int
memory is a big array of ints

just ints!
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no objects, no blocks, no messages

all operations implemented by fetching, manipulating, and storing ints



the C translator

sends to self become function calls:
self frobble

frobble();
self frobble: 42 with: self zork

frobblewith(zork());
self printf: ’hello, world n’

printf("hello, world n");
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the C translator
some “instrinsic” methods recognised:
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condition ifTrue: [ self foo ] ifFalse: [ self bar ]

[ foo

i to: j do: [ :k

for (k = i; k <= j; k += 1)
...

... ]

while (foo < bar)
...

< bar ] whileTrue: [ . . . ]

if (condition)
foo();
else
bar();






sieve of Eratosthenes

simple example

provide missing i/o methods
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override instance initialisation method

subclassing to make a simulator

instance method for array initialisation

class methods for translation

instance methods for implementation

class variable for size of Array

instance variable holds array of flags

translation to C








the C translator
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4) put: (self integerObjectOf: result).

(self integerValueOf: arg).

real-life example: the “add” bytecode

˜= 0

internalStackValue: offset
self longAt: localSP
(offset * 4)
areIntegers: oop1 and: oop2
((oop1 bitAnd: oop2) bitAnd: 1)
integerValueOf: objectPointer
objectPointer >> 1
integerObjectOf: value
(value << 1)
1

<< 1)) >= 0





isIntegerValue: intValue
(intValue bitXor: (intValue





bytecodePrimAdd
rcvr arg result
rcvr
self internalStackValue: 1.
self internalStackValue: 0.
arg
(self areIntegers: rcvr and: arg) ifTrue: [
(self integerValueOf: rcvr)
result
(self isIntegerValue: result) ifTrue: [
localSP
self longAt: (localSP
nil ] ]












the C translator
real-life example: the “add” bytecode
/* memory access macros */
#define longAt(i)
(*((int *)(i)))
#define longAtput(i, v) (*((int *)(i)) = v)

goto l55;
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VM implementation is roughly 24000 lines of C when translated

now extrapolate to an entire Smalltalk VM . . . !

: what about SmallInteger overflow?

...
t3 = longAt(localSP - (1 * 4));
t1 = longAt(localSP - (0 * 4));
if (((t3 & t1) & 1) != 0)
t2 = ((t3 >> 1)) + ((t1 >> 1));
if ((t2 ˆ (t2 << 1)) >= 0)
longAtput(localSP -= 4,
((t2 << 1) | 1));


this isn’t the whole story of

...



Interpreter

the Jitter
3.5% the speed of C. Why? Many reasons, including:

locality could be better
Contexts tend to be in young space
move around at every minor GC (
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arguments must be copied during method/block activation

heap-allocated Contexts have non-overlapping stacks

2000 object allocations)

still need to fill recycled Context with nil on activation

recycling scheme helps; but

heap-allocated Contexts

severe load dependencies and pipeline stalls

bytecode dispatch involves two indirections and two jumps

only one in 4 (maybe 8) bytecode accesses are “properly” aligned

misaligned accesses are expensive

bytecoded methods are not silicon-friendly









(Jitter

the Jitter
Just-In-Time Transformation of Executable Representation)

Huh? Reimplementation of core of the Interpreter, addressing the problems
mentioned on previous slide:
new execution mechanism
bytecoded methods translated on-demand into more efficient
representation
Contexts cached in an execution-friendly form
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no need to clear possibly recycled Contexts to nil (stack GC is precise)

no need to copy arguments between Contexts on activation

contiguous stack: regions belonging to different Contexts can overlap

stack portion of Context separated from cached representation of activation

LIFO Contexts have zero cost in the object memory (space, GC, locality)

“topmost”

coupled with new representation for Contexts








the Jitter
Why is bytecode interpretation slow?

1

2

indirect jump

range check

memory reads

pipeline stall? (depends. . . )

load dependency and pipeline stall

load dependency

load dependency

ip

1

direct jump

while (1) {
70,
u_char currentBytecode = *ip++;
77,
switch (currentBytecode)
B2,
}
...
9A,
case 0x70:
76,
*++sp = receiver;
break;
A4, 0B,
case 0x76:
70,
*++sp = ConstOne;
76,
break;
B1,
case 0x77:
D0,
*++sp = ConstTwo;
70,
break;
77,
...
B1,
D0,
B0,
76,
B0,
7C

1
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the Jitter
How can we make it faster? Step 1: “address-threaded” code
while (1) {
void *nextInsn = *ip++;
goto *nextInsn;

memory read

}

1
range checks

load dependency and pipeline stall

...
self:
*++sp = receiver;
break;
push1:
*++sp = ConstOne;
break;
push2:
*++sp = ConstTwo;
break;
...

0

indirect jump

pipeline stall? (depends. . . )

ip

1

direct jump

&self,
&push2,
&sendLess,
&jumpFalse16,
&push1,
&jumpTo, 0x0B,
&self,
&push1,
&sendSub,
&sendSel1,
&self,
&push2,
&sendSub,
&sendSel0,
&sendAdd,
&push1,
&sendAdd,
&returnTop

1
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1

0

1

direct jumps

indirect jump

range checks

memory read

ip

the Jitter

...
self:
*++sp = receiver;
goto **ip++;
push1:
*++sp = ConstOne;
goto **ip++;
push2:
*++sp = ConstTwo;
goto **ip++;
...

sendAdd

pipeline stall? (not necessarily, and load dependency is easily avoided)

&self,
&push2,
&sendLess,
&jumpFalse16,
&push1,
&jumpTo, 0x0B,
&self,
&push1,
&sendSub,
&sendSel1,
&self,
&push2,
&sendSub,
&sendSel0,
&sendAdd,
&push1,
&sendAdd,
&returnTop

How can we make it faster? Step 2: “direct-threaded” code

0
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translator
loop

the Jitter

CompiledMethod

newTranslatedMethod ifNil:
[self translateNewMethod.
...]
...
"allocate new cached
context and activate
newTranslatedMethod . . ."

activateNewMethod

bytecoded methods translated on-demand:

normalSend(method,class)
lookup
newMethod
in cache

newMethod

bytecodes

newTranslatedMethod or nil
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TranslatedMethod

threaded code

the Jitter

can use “booleanCheat” type optimisations, but much more aggressively; e.g:

during translation, translator loop detects:
pushTemp tempIndex
pushLiteral aSmallInteger
add
popTemp tempIndex

(very common in loops, for example)

translator emits modified sequence of threaded instructions:
addToTemp tempIndex
pushLiteral aSmallInteger
add
popTemp tempIndex
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the Jitter
addToTemp tries to perform the work of the entire sequence; it
reads tempIndex and aSmallInteger
attempts a SmallInteger add into the temporary at tempIndex
add will fail if:
the temporary at tempIndex is not a fixnum

SmallInteger overflow occurs
in which case addToTemp behaves just like pushTemp
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advances instructionPointer past the entire sequence of 4 original
instructions

writes result into temporary at tempIndex

otherwise add succeeds: addToTemp






the Jitter
moins de blah blah, plus de Smalltalk :
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opcodeAddToTemp
index temp addend result
index
self fetchWord.
self temporaryAt: index.
temp
self longAt: (instructionPointer
8). ”aSmallInteger”
addend
(self isIntegerObject: temp) ifTrue:
(self integerValueOf: temp)
addend.
[ result
(self isIntegerResult: result) ifTrue:
instructionPointer
20. ”skip three instructions”
[ instructionPointer
self temporaryAt: index put: (self integerObjectOf: result).
self nextOp ] ] .
”failure: behave like pushTemp”
self internalPush: temp.
self nextOp. ”dispatch to next instruction”
”add opcode will fail and perform full send...”


















the Jitter

threaded code
.
.
.
pushTemp
#N
unlinkedSend
#selIndex+nArgs
popStoreTemp
#N
.
.
.

full
method
lookup

no
method
lookup!!

self-modified threaded code
.
.
.
pushTemp
#N
immediateSend
#destMethod
popStoreTemp
#N
.
.
.
next send goes
direct to destination
method provided
receiver is still
SmallInteger

.
.
.

.
.
.
pushTemp
#N
immediateSend
#destMethod
popStoreTemp
#N

the same approach can be extended to perform dynamic (runtime) analysis, and
cache “interesting” conditions. Most common example is inline cache for message
sends:
bytecodes
.
.
.
pushTemp N
send #negated
popStoreTemp N
.
.
.

translator converts
bytecodes into
threaded code

unlinkedSend opcode notices
that receiver is SmallInteger :
replaces itself with immediateSend
and the address of the
destination method

(works because majority of send sites are monomorphic)
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the Jitter
other types of cache possible using same technique:

complications with “become”
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. . . anything that performs a type case analysis on receiver or argument

return of message send

store of instance variable

short-cut response: analyse short methods for

cache primitive index

primitive response

argument is fixed field size and/or indexable size

specialise instruction for byte, word, pointer

cache previous class, format, or even previous oop

at: and at:put:







context cache:

PseudoContext

BlockContext

"stable" heap
Contexts

the Jitter

0
0

sender
closure
pseudoContext
method
instructionPointer
stackPointer
tempPointer

context cache

0
0

sender
closure
pseudoContext
method
instructionPointer
stackPointer
tempPointer
0
0

sender
closure
pseudoContext
method
instructionPointer
stackPointer
tempPointer
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stack cache

arg2
arg1
receiver

new tp
new sp

What about “thisContext”?

the Jitter
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code that used to break (e.g. re-entrant blocks) now works

each BlockContext has a “new” activation

block semantics slightly different

PseudoContext (if present) stabilised on return from cached context

send can complete since receiver is now a “real” object

PseudoContext class patched to [Block,Method]Context

context cache flushed into the heap starting at element associated with the
PseudoContext

sends to a PseudoContext:

will contain “stabilised” version of cached context when necessary

subclass of nil

“undifferentiated” context class

PseudoContext instantiated and associated with cached context







problems:

Solution: Jitter II

the Jitter
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TMs are not shared between inheritors

low space processing requires more headroom (200Kb reserve)

“leakage” causes frequent full GCs

proliferation of TMs for each CompiledMethod (average 6)

retranslated on every cache miss

TMs are stored in “regular” method cache

GC spends a lot of time uselessly tracing these things

most fields are SmallIntegers (disguised addresses)

TranslatedMethods can be large (average 460 bytes)

threaded addresses must be disguised as SmallIntegers

TranslatedMethods live in the object memory









sneak preview. . .
context cache:

Jitter II

simplified (far fewer fields): much lower setup costs
threaded code:
code held outside object memory

absolute minimum of real objects associated with each TranslatedMethod
very low GC overhead
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permits more aggressive optimisations

first step towards native code

“subroutine” threading instead of direct-threading

no more than one TM for any given CompiledMethod

removes proliferation of TranslatedMethods

second-level method cache







aside: subroutine threading

Jitter II
each bytecode translated into a (native) subroutine call

pushReceiver
pushConstantOne
add

$4, %edi
%eax, (%edi)
$4, %edi
$3, (%edi)
add

call pushReceiver
call pushConstantOne
call add
...

code is executed directly by the CPU

or maybe:
pushReceiver
pushConstantOne
add

subl
movl
subl
movl
call
...
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or even:
pushReceiver
pushConstantOne
add

Jitter II

...

movl
andb
jeq
movl
addl
addl
movl
xorl
jge
subl
movl
1: call
2:
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%eax, %ebx
$1, %bl
1f
%eax, %ebx
(%esp), %eax
$4, %esp
%ebx, %ecx
%eax, %ecx
2f
$4, %esp
%ebx, %eax
add

Jitter II
How it works: leave difficult stuff to Interpreter
image loading
object memory management
most primitives
intercept execution on first message send:
activateNewMethod transfers control to a second VM implementation

only understands how to execute threaded code in cached contexts

send to active context
fall off bottom of context cache
65

return control to the bytecode interpreter in “difficult” situations

incremental improvements, one bytecode at a time

begin with subroutine threading

same philosophy as Jitter I: small deltas, each making a working VM

on-the-fly translation to native code








Jitter II
second VM written in C++ (maybe retranslate majority to Smalltalk later)

much more control over low-level stuff and performance-critical operations

2 weeks to write and debug)

small: currently about 3000 lines for entire Jitter-II VM
simple (current prototype

(C++
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Smalltalk, and each has its place)

it is by far the best language implementation language

mainly from people who don’t really understand it

C++ regularly gets a “bad press”

“imported” Interpreter operations wrapped as member functions
storePointerofObjectwithValue(index, object, value);
if (object < youngStart) beRootIfOld(object);
can instead be written as:
object->checkStore(object->oops[index] = value);

class definitions mirror Smalltalk objects

C++ rather than C because it can be made to “smell” a lot like Smalltalk







Part 5: the future
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where is it going to?

Alan Kay’s colours for Koestler’s metaphor of progress in two orthogonal planes:
horizontal plane of incremental improvement (“pink”)
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vertical plane of paradigm shift (“blue”)

pink plane forces:
ever-better Smalltalk-80 system

finalisation

exception handling

support for block closures

higher performance

current directions:





blue plane forces:

where is it going to?

new graphics model
Morphic

in other words: a Dynabook
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entire system implementation as an “active essay”

documentation

layers of complexity “unravel” into the full Squeak environment

self-describing computing environment for children

evolution of language model

a dozen classes; a dozen methods each

simpler, yet more powerful, language kernel







start at:

where can you get one?

http://squeak.cs.uiuc.edu/
lots of background information
papers and random bits of documentation
image and VM downloads
pointers to other resources on the Internet
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how can you contribute?
implementation:
Compiler, Decompiler, Context changes

block closures

tools:
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help wanted for ongoing port of Emacs to Squeak

plus:

Web browser

HotDraw (with WarpBlt extensions)

Gemstone/S client interface

Palm Pilot conduit creator

T-Gen parser generator

refactoring browser

graph layout



Wikis and Swikis:

how can you join in?

Ward Cunningham’s original Wiki for Squeak

http://c2.com:8080/WelcomeVisitors
a Swiki for Squeak discussion

http://minnow.cc.gatech.edu/squeak.1
Mark Guzdial’s Swiki (the man who created Swikis)

http://pbl.cc.gatech.edu:8080/myswiki
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mailing list:

how can you join in?
John Brant runs

squeak@cs.uiuc.edu
general squeak discussion (very high volume!)
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http://squeak.cs.uiuc.edu/mail/squeak/
http://squeak.cs.uiuc.edu/mail/squeak-annc/

list archives via the Web:

with subscribe as the subject

mailto:squeak-annc-request@cs.uiuc.edu

major announcements only (new releases, etc.)

mailto:squeak-request@cs.uiuc.edu
with subscribe as the subject
squeak-annc@cs.uiuc.edu




